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As a student, photographer Stewart Weir would  
regularly break for the pebble beaches of Brighton. 
Between 2002 and 2008 he made a point of returning 
there frequently with his camera. Today, he has  
produced a poetic photography spread in timeless black  
& white – documents of a romantic liaison.



A man sleeping on the pebbles shortly after sunrise in summer (above)
After a storm people gather at the beach to collect broken pieces of the West Pier (below)

Lovers on the Brighton Pier (built in 1899) – one of the city’s main attractions (above) 
Brighton is a destination for many day tourists like this lady here (below)



Taking shelter from the English summer rain beneath a blanket (above)
Fish & chips: a typical Brighton snack for humans and seagulls (below)

The Brighton seafront is teeming with artists and performers (above)
Real beach goers are not disheartened by rain (below)



The Brighton Pier amusement park shuts down in the evenings (above)
A Muslim lady takes a snapshot of her daughter posing in front of the pier (below)

The beach – the perfect place for yoga (above)
Bumper cars on the Brighton Pier (below)
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Cold tradition: These swimmers are about to plunge into the sea on Christmas Day (above)
Tables and chairs waiting patiently for the high season (below)

A summer day in August (above)
Nothing escapes the eyes of these three London ladies (below)
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PORTFOLIO
STEWART WEIR

Overcome by passion: two lovers  
kissing on a stormy day with West  
Pier in background

It’s the height of summer and Brighton is bursting with colour. 
Yet Stewart Weir is obstinate about shooting in black & white: 
thousands of seagulls, billions of pebbles, countless raindrops. 
It is here, where bad weather is simply part of the cultural 
heritage, that summer never fails to happen. On the beach 
of England’s most famous seaside resort you will find people 
relaxing, meditating, kissing – and photographing.

“I started taking pictures at the Brighton seafront as a 
student in the 1970s. After all, I was there all the time. Every 
time we skipped school we would come down to the beach. I 
was basically raised there,” Stuart Weir, born 1962, explains 
with a mischievous grin. Whilst avoiding teachers and tedious 
lessons they’d learn about the other, more important aspects 
of life, such as arguing passionately, lighting fires, drinking too 
much and snogging girls. “I’m a romantic,” Weir says dryly, 
who started his career as a wedding photographer. Romance 
was his craft. He learned to combine that timeless elegance so 
sought after in the wedding industry with a professional touch, 
steering away from cliché wherever possible. It was contract 
work that made other people happy and put food on the table, 
but couldn’t satisfy his heart. “To find something fulfilling for 
yourself is a slow, painful process. I needed something that I 
could do on my own terms,” Weir explains.

And so ‘Brighton Beach Lovers’ was born. Between 2002 and 
2008 he would travel to East Sussex by the sea with his Leica 
M6 and later M7, usually carrying any number of Elmarit and 
Summicron lenses. “Most beach goers think they’re invisible,” 
Weir observes with a smirk. With a healthy slab of voyeurism 
and an easy-going approach he managed to shoot classic black & 
white pictures, developed in sepia tone for that added, timeless 
appeal. Weir’s approach is refreshingly simple and down to 
earth. The son of a fruit and veg delivery father and home-
making mother, he wastes little time philosophising about his 
photographic approach or even the genre as a whole. He finds 
the countless theories about contemporary photography a  
little dubious. “I don’t really like how people are constantly 
trying to steer contemporary photography in new directions.  
To me it’s so simple. Photography evokes something in 
everyone.” Weir’s images are straightforward, devoid of hidden 
metaphors and visual codes. 

Over six years Weir’s Brighton portfolio has amassed to a 
stout 4000 photographs – souvenirs, from the romantic to the 
scurrilous, bringing to life both everyday and unique situations 
at the award-winning beaches of Brighton. 

“As time goes by it’s becoming increasingly difficult to 
avoid repetition,” the photographer surmises. Yet Stewart Weir 
always manages to single out something unique. It’s simply a 
question of time. CARLA SUSANNE ERDMANN


